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SMOOTH RIDE
Designed for long distance and heavy loads, our running gear features rubber torsion 
axles for stable, effortless towing, low maintenance sealed-for-life bearings and 
auto-reverse brakes for increased driving safety.

MARKET LEADERS
Our reputation for quality and reliability has made us the go-to manufacturer for the 
automotive logistics and motorsport industries for over 40 years.

to create a trailer that’s perfect for you.

PERSONALISATION

Our reputation for quality has ensured that our trailers have strong residual value. As 
well as working hard, our trailers hold their value for many years.

STRONG RESIDUAL VALUES

spare wheel, locking coupling head and LED lighting.

HIGHER STANDARDS

 
 

WHY
BRIAN JAMES
TRAILERS?



All our trailers come ready for use without the need for additional options and with 
delivery to your local dealer included in the price.

NO HIDDEN CHARGES

Our dealers are chosen for their high levels of customer service and aftermarket 
support, which combined with excellent product availability through our network, 

DEALER SUPPORT

Good levels of stock available immediately, or the ability to ‘make to order’ your exact 

AVAILABILITY

Our ‘Price Protect’ promise guarantees the price at time of order (subject to agreed 
deposit), even if prices rise before delivery.

PRICE PROTECT

around the world.

5 YEAR WARRANTY

ensure maximum rigidity and make for the quietest trailers to tow.

CLICK & CLAMP

CHOICE OF COLOURS

Look for these logos



Designed for mini-diggers and tracked 
plant machinery, this tough and rugged 
trailer sets the industry standard for 
speciality plant trailers.

DIGGER PLANT
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CONFIGURE  DIGGER PLANT...

AT A GLANCE

with a bucket locker with a full-width tail panel
Easy loading and high levels 
of towing security

with TracStrap
Lockable storage for digger 
buckets and other attachments

1.5m long with spring assistance 
suitable for heavy plant

A specialist yet high volume trailer designed primarily for the transport of 
mini-excavators, but can carry other plant machinery.

Extremely strong chassis design for reliability and low lifetime running costs. 

Standard equipment includes bucket rest, LED lights, heavy-duty jockey wheel, spare 
wheel and locking hitch.

Our unique TracStrap system is available for easy loading and secure transport.

Optional equipment includes bucket locker, Chapter 8 chevrons and arm lock.

Different loading options include adjustable ramps and two full-width tail panels.



Spanning the multi-purpose and 
plant categories, it’s the ideal trailer 
for the transportation of scissor 
lifts and access platforms as well as 
dumpers and rollers.

GENERAL
PLANT
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CONFIGURE  GENERAL PLANT...

AT A GLANCE

with side extensions with a full-width tail panel
Easy loading and high levels 
of towing security

with TracStrap
High side panels enable the 
transport of bulkier loads

1.5m long with spring assistance 
suitable for heavy plant

New chassis and welded mudguards provide optimal rigidity and strength. 

Wide range of bed size options.

Standard equipment includes LED lights, heavy-duty jockey wheel, spare wheel 
and locking hitch.

Tilt-bed with short ramps for ultra-low loading angles available as an option.

Multiple robust lashing points.



comes with a host of market-leading 
features, side extensions 
and much more.

TIPPER
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5 colours



CONFIGURE  TIPPER...

AT A GLANCE

with side extensions with ramps
Strong, reliable and engineered 
for easy operation

with a side hinged door
Side panels enable the transport 
of bulkier loads

For general loading and lower 
loading angles

Choice of double-hinged tailgate or side-hinged rear doors.

Dropsides, LED lights, heavy-duty jockey wheel, spare wheel, locking hitch and 
battery trickle-charging from tow vehicle as standard.

Selection of side extensions available including double-height and heavy-duty. 

Click & Clamp
ensures maximum rigidity and makes for one of the quietest trailers to tow.

Integral tie-down points inside the bed for carrying machinery.



CONNECT
5 colours

ideal for the transportation of construction materials 
and pallets as well as machinery and vehicles.



CONFIGURE  CONNECT...

AT A GLANCE

for commercial use
with lightweight yet robust panels 
for the transport of bulkier loads

LED lights, heavy-duty jockey wheel, spare wheel and locking hitch as standard.

Selection of side extensions available, including double-height and heavy-duty. 

Click & Clamp
ensures maximum rigidity and makes for one of the quietest trailers to tow.

Integral tie-down points inside the bed for carrying machinery.

with hydraulic tilt-bed, loading 
ramps and full-width stop bar

for vehicle transportfor transporting loads
with sides that can be easily 
dropped or removed for fork-lift 
loading

for the transport of bulkier loads



      

ABOUT
US

Brian James Trailers Ltd.
Sopwith Way  Drayton Fields Industrial Estate  Daventry  Northamptonshire  NN11 8PB

Tel  01327 308833   |   Email  enquiries@brianjamestrailers.co.uk

www.brianjamestrailers.co.uk

Brian James Trailers designs and manufactures trailers up to 3.5 tonnes gross weight that 
are built to perform to the highest standards with an emphasis on quality, innovation, service 
and performance. All our trailers are designed and manufactured at our factory in Daventry, 
Northamptonshire, in the heart of the UK’s motorsport region.

As well as our commercial trailers, we also manufacture an extensive range of open and 
enclosed car transporter trailers which are market leaders in the UK where we have been 
building trailers for automotive logistics and motorsport for over 40 years.

Whether it’s in our car transporters or commercial trailers, our values shine through, and 
we pride ourselves on the strength, reliability and aesthetics of our designs. In a word, it is 
“quality” that we strive for in everything that we do.
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